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FSA MISSION STATEMENT

• We nurture and develop supporter networks • We are an inclusive, independent,
democratic organisation working with
at local, national and international levels,
supporters, governing bodies, leagues and
working with supporters’ trusts, clubs and
clubs to drive positive change in football
individuals to initiate and support campaigns
through supporter engagement at every
on issues of concern to football supporters,
level of the game.
encouraging good governance, supporter
representation on club boards, communityownership and sustainable stewardship of
football clubs.

• A commitment to diversity underpins
all of our activity and we oppose all forms
of discrimination or violence in relation
to football.
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FSA MISSION:
WOMEN’S GAME
• To develop women’s football as a whole.

• To ensure supporters are represented in key decision
making processes within the women’s game.
• To push for positive change, change narratives and
give women’s football the profile it deserves.
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SUPPORTER ENGAGEMENT IS KEY
TO THE SUCCESS OF WOMEN’S FOOTBALL
The FSA is excited to share this
document outlining our aims
and ambitions for the women’s
game. We have been a front
runner in developing supporter
activism at a local, national and
international level, providing
input, advice and advocacy
for volunteer supporters’
groups and individuals, as we
put supporter voices at the
heart of decision-making.

The growth of women’s football brings
incredible potential for building the game
we want to see and by harnessing the
passion and influence of its members, the
FSA is well-placed to help affect change.
For the next two years we aim to develop our
work both domestically and internationally
using a whole game approach. We look
forward to working with stakeholders across
the game, because after all, football without
fans is nothing.
Chris Paouros
FSA Board Member
FSA FA Council Representative

Chris Paouros, © Hannah J Taylor
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building the relationship with their football
club to be a valued critical friend. The FSA
can help train supporters’ clubs to provide
constructive feedback to their clubs, to
discuss what does and does not work,
© Jude Morris-King

JUDE MORRIS-KING
(MANCHESTER CITY WOMEN FC
OFFICIAL SUPPORTERS CLUB)

and share ideas as to how to improve the
fan experience from the minute they pass
through the turnstiles until they leave at the
end of the game.

BROADCAST
The new broadcasting deals with Sky and
the BBC play a vital role in raising visibility,
awareness and bringing revenue into
the game which is very much welcomed.
However, this has been to the detriment of
the matchgoing supporters who are finding
it increasingly difficult to travel to games
due to very early or late kick-off times. The
FSA are here as the “voice of the supporters”
to share feedback and engage with the FA,
clubs and broadcasters.

MATCHDAYS

WOMEN’S GAME REVIEW
The Fan-led Review of Football Governance
called for a separate review of the women’s
game and we believe this must happen as
a matter of urgency. The ban on women’s
football was followed by years of neglect
and more recently a push from the FA to

England as we host the Euros in July and we
hope the competition will bring the same

women’s tournament. It’s another landmark
moment and follows the Free Lionesses
Fans’ Embassy debut in France 2019.

CONSULTATION
It’s really important that supporters’ voices

want to work with other stakeholders to

are heard as the international experience

ensure that all these teams can exist and

can be improved for everyone with very

compete on sporting merit. We don’t want

little effort. There aren’t always huge crowds

the women’s game to become a shadow

at England away games but those who do

version of the men’s game because it is so

attend can provide valuable insights. We

much more than that.

love the work of Free Lionesses and the
Fans’ Embassies are a fantastic and helpful
resource. We can build on this to create a
fantastic supporter experience.

© Rachel Major

RACHEL MAJOR
(THE GANG ENGLAND)
ENGLAND SUPPORTERS’ GROUP

Attending a women’s game is very different

boost to the game that the 2019 World Cup

from the men’s game, but the matchday

in France did. This document will help guide

experience is still very important to all

our activities in the years to come, the fans

supporters. We all strive for a friendly and

are the heart of the game and it’s important

We’re really looking forward to the Euros,

welcoming atmosphere where we can sing

our voices are heard as it grows and

especially as the host nation, and it’s

our songs and support our team with most

develops. There is so much that is special

shaping up to be the best yet with sell out

travelling supporters creating their own away

about the women’s game and we want to

crowds and plenty to do. It’s exciting to

end for some light hearted fun.

work with other stakeholders to ensure that

welcome some of the best teams in Europe

potential is harnessed to drive the game

to England, in the same spirit that other

Supporters clubs are fundamental in

forward to a bright future. This strategy

countries have welcomed us in the past.

heightening the matchday experience and

document is the next step in that process.

We’re looking forward to working with
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participating nations for the first time in a

teams exist in very differing forms and we

SIAN WALLIS
(TOTTENHAM HOTSPUR FC
SUPPORTERS GROUP)

It’s a big year for women’s football in

Fans’ Embassy services for many other

develop the game. Because of this women’s

© Lee Johnson

THE YEAR AHEAD

Football Supporters Europe who are running

EUROS

FSA Women’s Game
National Council
representatives

PUTTING SUPPORTER VOICES
AT THE HEART OF THE GAME
Since 2019 the FSA has worked to
build a domestic and international
network for supporters of the
women’s game. After running the
first ever Fans’ Embassy for the
Women’s World Cup in 2019 we’ve
continued to develop supporter
activism. In August 2019 the FSA
had no member groups in the
women’s game, by the start of
2022 our group member count
sits at 42 and this number
is growing.

The Women’s Game Network was formally
constituted into the FSA’s democratic
structures in December 2020 and has
grown a considerable amount in a short
space of time. We now have three FSA
National Council representatives, one
of whom has just been elected to the
FSA Board.
Women’s football is growing and developing
and it is our job to ensure supporters are
trained and developed - ready to be at the
heart of their clubs and a key stakeholder
in decision making around the game.
Deborah Dilworth
FSA Women’s Game Network Manager

Deborah Dilworth, © Deborah Dilworth
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STRATEGIC AREAS OF FOCUS
Domestic

Whole Game Approach

International

We aim to represent supporters of the women’s game and develop supporter
activism across all of the above areas while focusing on the following four pillars.

Diversity

• For Equality, Diversity and Inclusion to be at
the heart of what we do and who we are.

Sustainability

• To assist in the growth and sustainability
of the women’s game.

Education

• For training and development of supporter
volunteers to be a central pillar to our activities.

Development

• To help grow and develop activism by fans of our
national teams.
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Domestic
DEVELOP SUPPORTER ACTIVISM
Key activities:
• Lobby for and engage fully with the review of the women’s game.
• Develop FSA policy on the governance and structure of women’s football.
• Organise club and staff workshops around supporter engagement.
• Host a comprehensive survey of fans in the women’s game.
• Plan and implement structured dialogue requirements at league level.
• Train and develop supporter volunteers throughout our network.
• Increase FSA media coverage and social media activity.
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Whole Game Approach

WHOLE GAME APPROACH
Key activities:
• Equality, diversity and inclusion are at the heart of what we do and who we are.
• Work with Fans for Diversity on activities across the women’s game.
• E mpower fans of the women’s game to protect and harness the inclusive
and friendly fan culture that currently exists.

© Hana Basir
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International

LEADERS IN SUPPORTER ENGAGEMENT
Key activities:
• Free Lionesses at Euro 2022 and aim for a presence at the Women’s World Cup 2023.
• Training and development of supporter volunteers for international tournaments.
•C
 ollaborate with other organisations to develop the Fans’ Embassy services
around the world.

© Deborah Dilworth
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FACTS AND FIGURES

Our Women’s Game Network and its
member groups are always working
hard to support the development
of the game, but what does that
mean in the real world? We pulled
together some facts and figures
to tell that story. We don’t claim
this list is exhaustive - so if you’ve
done something which is worth
shouting about then let us know!

INTERNATIONAL
Debut Fans’
Embassy
service
ran for
supporters
in 2019

Seven cities,
six games,

4,034

miles travelled

1,000

73 hours

11 FA Women’s Super
League representatives
5 FA Women’s Championship
representatives
6 National League Premier
(North and South) and 20 members
across the rest of the pyramid

As the women’s
game grows
more podcasts,
websites and
social media
accounts are
joining the FSA as
associate members.

Free Lionesses
guides handed out

of supporter
contact time

NATIONAL
The Women’s
Game Network
was established
in August 2019
and formally
constituted
into the FSA at
our December
2020 AGM
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There are

42

member supporter
groups and counting

GROWING INFLUENCE
WITHIN CLUBS

SUPPORTERS INVESTING
IN THE WOMEN’S GAME

Alongside the existing groups, we’ve seen

A number of groups including Wycombe

and helped set up so many new supporter

Wanderers Trust, The Red Wall, Manchester

organisations in the women’s game in recent

City Women FC Official Supporters Club

years. The member groups in the FSA

(MCWOSC), Chelsea Women Supporters

women’s game network with formalised

Group and Manchester United Women

membership structures have around 18,000

Supporters Club support the subsidy and

members between them.

organisation of away travel for their clubs.
That’s great to see as we’ve always argued

Some of those groups are now beginning

that away fans contribute disproportionately

to develop strong links with their club while

- in a positive way - to the atmosphere at

seeking to influence things for the better.

football matches.

Bristol City Supporters Club and Trust

Groups, including Since 71, Canaries Trust,

recently signed a Memorandum of

Bristol City Supporters Club & Trust, Wal

Understanding (MOU) with their club -

Goch y Menywod / Wales Women’s Red

this is the first MOU to include the women’s

Wall, NFST and Huddersfield Town

team and we expect to see more very soon.

Supporters Association, have also
committed to and been invested in

Manchester United Women Supporters

player sponsorship.

Club have a representative on a Fan
Advisory Board which is a smaller, elected

Other forms of investment have come from

group looking at decision-making across

sponsoring specific matches. The Exeter

the club.

City Supporters’ Trust and Torquay United
Supporters Trust jointly sponsored the 2022

Elsewhere Pride of Irons have representation

Devon Women’s Premier Cup final between

on the West Ham United Women Official

their two respective women’s teams.

Supporter group
fundraising examples
£22,000+

to subsidise away
travel for matchgoers

	£7,000+

into the creation of
flags and banners

£5,000+

on player
sponsorship

Social media - our
associates and
affiliates have
more than:
107,000+ followers

£5,000+

to provide equipment for a
fanzone at women’s games

38,000+ followers

£1,050+

19,000+ followers

Supporters Board while Chelsea Women
Supporters Group have a supporter

It’s not just matchdays which have seen

representative on their Fans’ Forum,

investment though, MCWOSC have been

a larger group usually focused on

sponsoring a local grassroots girls football

matchday issues.

team in recent years.

sponsoring local
grassroots
girls football

£
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FSA ACTIVITIES AND CAMPAIGNS
DEVELOPMENT OF
SUPPORTER ACTIVISM

GOVERNANCE

SUSTAINABILITY

The Fan-Led Review of Football Governance

Football can do better when it comes to the

Over the past few years we have helped

looked at hugely important issues in the

environment and we’ve recently teamed up

support the creation of scores of new

men’s game and recommended that a similar

with Pledgeball to do our bit at a local and

supporter organisations.

process should be kickstarted in the women’s

national level.

game. We will lobby to make that a reality.

TRAVEL

MATCHDAY EXPERIENCE

Fans follow their clubs far and wide and
Our affiliates and associates in the women’s

it’s crucial that affordable public transport

game want to create a welcoming, vibrant

options are available to minimise the

and passionate atmosphere. Supporters’

environmental impact.

groups are key to this.

POLICING AND STEWARDING
© Sally Haines

EQUALITY, DIVERSITY
AND INCLUSION

We have extensive experience in and
around policing and stewarding in the men’s
game, we seek to grow and understand
our knowledge and development for the
requirements in the women’s game.

Women’s football is an inclusive and safe

PROTECTING THE PYRAMID
Whether you follow the biggest club or the
smallest, the love is the same, and the FSA
supports fans throughout the
grassroots game.

REPRESENTATION
(LOCAL AND NATIONAL)

WORKING WITH MEN’S FOOTBALL
The FSA adopts a one game approach.

space and we want to ensure that remains
the case as the game grows. EDI is at the heart

We have experience in developing supporter

Whether it’s grassroots funding, governance,

of everything we do and the FSA is striving

engagement locally and dealing with the

ticket price issues or TV kick-off times there are

to diversify our organisation and football.

authorities at the highest level.

so many more issues that unite than divide.

© Jordan Hampton
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“DEBORAH DILWORTH FROM THE FSA WAS
INSTRUMENTAL IN FACILITATING POSITIVE DIALOGUE
BETWEEN THE CLUB AND THE MANCHESTER UNITED
WOMEN’S SUPPORTERS CLUB.”
Steve Deaville
Director of football finance and group risk, Manchester United
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KEY INDICATORS OF SUCCESS
Domestic

Whole Game Approach

International

Funding
Secure funding to continue delivering our targets

Representation
• Increased diversity in the women’s
game network.

• Structured dialogue processes established
at league and FA level.

• Structured supporter engagement for
England Women.

• Structured supporter engagement at
club level.

• Supporter representative on
FA Women’s Board.

• Support any new fan groups for the England
and Wales national teams.

• Fan representation in the Government’s
review on women’s football.

Operations
• Increase the number of England / Wales fan
groups in the women’s game.
• Increase FSA supporter groups at affiliate
membership level.
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• Monitor and improve matchday experience.
• Support national bodies in growing
the game.

• Continue to run FSA Fans’ Embassy services
for the women’s game.
• Support new Fans’ Embassy services for
the international women’s game via FSE.

SERVICES

FSA support and services include:

• Representation of fans at a national level
• Bespoke campaigns e.g. #TerraceTalk / Commemoration of the
100th year anniversary of the women’s game ban
• Club and supporter mediation
• Guest speakers
• Promotion of local activities
• Survey creation & hosting
• Training for volunteers - e.g. Board roles, finance, rules
• Working with clubs to develop supporter engagement
If you would like to hear more about all our offers and services please contact us.
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“The FSA has provided support to develop our structure within
the Bristol City Supporters Club and Trust to fully incorporate
Bristol City Women and their supporters. The FSA has also helped
us to start and develop our relationships with both Bristol City
clubs, which recently resulted in the signing of a Memorandum of
Understanding between all parties.”
D-M Withers and Shahan Miah
City Women fan representatives Bristol City Supporters Club and Trust

© Shahan Miah
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CONTACT

For more information on partnerships,
supporter activism or the FSA please contact:

deborah.dilworth@thefsa.org.uk
Follow us
Twitter - @WeAreTheFSA
Instagram - @WeAreTheFSA
Website - thefsa.org.uk
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WWW.THEFSA.ORG.UK
Phone: 0330 44 000 44 | Email: info@thefsa.org.uk
1 Ashmore Terrace, Stockton Road, Sunderland, Tyne and Wear, SR2 7DE
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